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tions mean that these countries lack the bureaucracies, police, and armies that a
state oflaw and a democracy need. Because habits ofviolence, distrust, and lack
ofsocial solidarity pervade these unhappy nations, the transition to democracy
or even to stable authoritarianism will not be easy. There lies the biggest challenge both to democrats in these countries and to outside forces that want to

1

encourage democracy in the Third World.

Paths out of Sultanistic Regimes
Combining Structural and Voluntarist Perspectives

Richard Snyder

Sultanistic regimes command great interest both in the literature on social
revolutions and in the literature on regime transitions. Students of revolutionary change are interested in sultanistic regimes because so many are linked to
the rare phenomenon of social revolution. For example, the sultanistic regimes
of Shah Mohammad Rez¿ Pahlavi in lran, Anastasio Somoza Debayle in Nicaragua, and Fulgencio Batista in Cuba, all of which were toppled by revolutionaries, have been analyzed comparatively by numerous scholars seeking to speciff the causes of revolution. These three cases have led students of revolution to

identify sultanistic dictatorships as one of the regime types most vulnerable to
revolution.r
Students of regime transitions, on the other hand, have been drawn to the
set of sultanistic regimes because it contains numerous nondemocratic holdouts-regimes that have resisted the wave of democratization that has swept the
globe during the past two decades.z Cases such as Haiti and Zaire, where
democratization has stalled or been stillborn, are ofinterest because studying
them can shed light on factors at work in failed transitions.

Published ln H.E. Chehabi and Juan J. Línz, eds.
Sultanlstic Regl-mes (Baltinore: Johns Hopkins

University Press, 1998).

Successful transitions to democracy such as occurred in the Philippines after

Marcos pose puzzles for students of both revolutions and transitions. The
combined presence of a sultanistic regime and a powerful revolutionary opposition in the Philippines under Marcos make it a "most likely" case of revolu-
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tion and a "least likely" case of democratization. Hence the absence of revolution and the presence of a moderately successful transition to democracy are
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Zaire until r99r and François Duvalier in Haiti exemplift the remarkable longevity and stability of some sultanistic regimes.r0

equally surprising.
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A Framework for Explaining Paths out of Sultanistic Regimes
I take two steps to construct an integrative framework that combines structural
and voluntarist perspcctives in the analysis of transitions fronr sultani.stic rcgimes. First, to overcome the structural determinism for which the literature on
revolutions has been criticized, I define the actors relevant to the transformation of sultanistic regimes in a manner that does not reduce them to passive
carriers offixed interests and identities derived from positions in institutional
or social structures. Since political actors are not automatons who mechanically
play parts demanded of them by structures, the groups who participate in the
transformation of sultanistic regimes must be defined in a way that is sensitive
to actors' abilities to shift strategic postures and take advantage of margins of
maneuverability within structural constraints. To meet this challenge, I defrne
the actorS relevant to transitions from sultanistic regimes according to strategic
postures rather than by institutional or structural roles.rl
Second, to overcome the extreme voluntarism for which the regime transitions literature has been criticized, I do not assume that regime change is always
a fluid process in which actors have broad discretion. Instead, for each case I
map the institutional and social structures that are the strategic contexts in
which these actors operate in order to pinpoint precisely how much room, if

an¡ exists for strategic maneuvering'r2
Defining the Actors Who Make Transitions
Four domestic groups are relevant for analyzing the dynamics of sultanistic
regimes: regime hard-liners, regime soft-liners, the moderate opposition, and
the maximalist opposition.r3 Regime hard-liners are unconditionally committed to perpetuating the dictatort rule. They prefer to go down with the ship
rather than exit gracefully and therefore must be forced to give up power. This
group typically includes the ruling clique-that is, the dictator and his immediate circle of cronies-but may extend to other actors within the state who are
not part ofthis ruling inner circle.
Softliners are the other main actors within the regime. They perceive their
survival to be separable from the dictator's and, especially during times of
crisis, may come to view their ass<¡ciation with him as more a liability than a

benefit. Hence they may seek to sever their ties with the dictator, perhaps
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turning against him in hopes that they themselves may seize power. This
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professionalism.ta
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Mapping the Structural Contexts of Transitions
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in lran, Nicaragua, Cuþa, and Zaire-lh.e possibility for political transformation hinges on the efforts of maximalist opposition grouPs with the coercive
resources necessary to defeat the dictator's loyal military. Hence, in such cases
political change tends to be violent and revolutionary ifit occurs at all'
To assess the degree of military autonomf we can examine whether the
armed forces have control over the supply of their matériel, the ability of
oflìcers to preclict thcir citrccr paths ancl to co¡nnrunicatc discontetlt with one
another, how cornpletely the officer corps is divided along ethnic or regional
lines, and the dictator's capacity to Purge elements of the armed forces whose
loyalty he questions.2r I¡ Zaire, for example, Mobutu's efforts to divide the
military through frequent rotation of officers, periodic Purges of the officer
corps, and exploitation of ethnoregional tensions minimized the space within
which softliners could organize and consequently reduced the armed forces'
capacity to turn against him.
When assessing military autonomy we must also consider whether the dictator has a paramilitary force that functions as a counterbalance to the regular
armed forces and whose members infiltrate and spy on the military. In Haiti'
François Duvalier's'lbnton Macoutes were such a force. Their infiltration of the
armed forces and Duvalier's purges of the officer corPs minimized the Haitian
military's capacity for autonomous action during his rule. Such institutional

counterweights that
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limit the discretion of the regular armed forces are not

always paramilitary. For example, ceauçescu used the Romanian communist
Party in addition t<.¡ tl're Securitate, the secret police, as an effective check against

military coup d'état.
By contrast, Marcos's attemPts to undermine the autonomy of the Philippine armed forces by packing the offìcer corps with individuals loyal to his
person lvere less successful than the measures taken by Mobutu and François
Duvalier. Pockets of institutional autonomy, clustered around career omcers'

Regitnes

'
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ruler survival strategies vis-à-vis the military warrant consideration here because they seem to have important ramifications for
future processes of transition from sultanism. Anchoring the ruler-military
relationship in the dictator! choices and strategies underscores the role of
human agency in both the creation and the reProduction of this "objective"

objective.22 Two alternative

relationship.23

The first strategy, exemplified by François Duvalier's use of the Tonton
Macoutes, is to transfer primary responsibility for applying state violence to a

loyal paramilitary force, stripping the regular military of virtually all security
functions.2a Although this strategy can reduce the short-term possibility of
challenges to the dictator from within the regime, it can paradoxically Promote
such challenges over the long term. Since the regular military is isolated and not
as
a ñrll-fleilged participant in the regime, it can easily come to view its survival
power
independent from the dictator's, esPecially when, as in the case of Haiti,
is transferred

to

a son

of the dictator whose comPetence to rule is Perceived as

civilian protesters against Jean-Claude Duvalier could be heard on several occathe nation
siorrs, and some viewed the military as an ally that could help deliver
from the Duvalier regime.2s
The second strategy for neutralizinS the threat of a military couP is exof
emplified by Mobutu, who took strong measures to undermine the capacity
to
thezairianarmed forces to turn against him, yet continued to rely on them
maintain internal control. This strategy closely intertwines the military's survival with the dictator's, encourages Predatory behavior by the armed forces

remained within the Philippine military despite Marcos's efforts to subordinate
it. Many of these career omcers, who had worked their way up through the
established hierarch¡ became disgruntled by Marcos's dilution of the military's
professionalism.'Ihese disenchanted officers were able to organize a movement
within the armed forces to restore its integrity and discipline. This organiza-

tion, the Reform the Armed Forces Now Movement (RAM), served as a cover
for plotting the abortive coup that triggered Marcos's overthrow. in r98ó'
The dictatort tliscretion plays a key role in both the creation and transformation of the ruler-military relationship. Although all sultanistic rulers are
conrpcllcd t<¡ clcvisc llrcchitllisrns l<tr sccurittg thc kryalty, or itt lc.rst ac<¡ttiescence, of the nrilitar¡ they can employ a range of strategies to achieve this
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network is inclusive, penetrating deeply into societ¡ political space for opposition groups is narrow because these vertical patron-client liñkages both co-opt
elites and extend the reach of the state's surveillance and control. By contrast,
when the dictator excludes domestic elites from his patronage network, state
penetration into society is relatively shallow, opening political space for the
growth of opposition.2T
François l)uvalier in Haiti, somoza García in Nicaragua, and ceauçescu in
Romania limited the growth of opposition by constructing extensive Patronage
networks that co-opted societal elites. The combination of elite inclusion and
iety contributed to the longevity and stability of
n of sultanism in Haiti, Nicaragua, and Romania
ior unraveling ofthese patronage networks and to
corresponding increase in the exclusion ofpolitical elites'
Iìy contrast, Mohantmad lleza Shah in lran, Somoza Debayle in Nicaragua,
and Batista in Cuba unintentionally encouraged the growth of opposition by
excluding domestic elites from political power and economic patronage.28 Alienation of elites encouraged formation of broad and effective coalitions of
convenience between moderates and maximalists, in part because the armed
the
forces in these three cases had been thoroughly co-opted and divided by
The
him.
against
action
autonomous
of
incapable
ruler and consequently were
opabsence of military soft-liners within these regimes pushed the moderate

a

superior
case the maximalists, who had coercive and organizational resources
and
used the
these
coalitions
dominated
easily
to those of their moderate allies,
the
after
them
against
turning
moderates as stepping-stones to state Power,
achieved'rt)
had
been
common goal of rerntlving the dictator
Ë,xclusionary sultanistic tlictatorshiPs are not always toppled by revolution'3¡
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dictator's armed forces in battle, especially if the military has some organizational coherence. Third, if there are soft-line segments of the armed forces with
the ability to act autonomously against the dictator, a coalition of moderate
civilian opposition groups and disgruntled segments of the militar¡ or elements of the military acting alone, may seize power and block revolution even
when a powerful maximalist opposition does exist. Marcos's overthrow exemplifies this pattern of a military-moderate alliance blocking a powerful maximalist movement.
On the other hand, the exclusionary regimes of Somoza, Batista, and the
Shah rvere toppled by revolution. This occurred because powerful revolutionary movements emerged against them, the armed forces were unable to act
against the dictator, and consequently moderates lacked potential soft-line alIies and chose to ally with the revolutionaries. The resulting broad coalitions
dominated by the maximalists were able to seize power when these dictators
fled and "their" armies unraveled.
That a sultanistic regime excludes societal elites from patronage benefits
cannot by itself predict whether that regime will move toward revolution, as in
Iran, Nicaragua, and Cuba; will experience a military coup, as in Haiti; or will
undergo a transition to civilian rule, as in the Philippines. To explain how a
highly exclusionary sultanistic rqgime is displaced, we must also examine the
organizational capacities and strategic choices of maximalist and moderate
opposition groups, the coalition options available to moderates (especially
whether autonomous soft-line military factions are available as allies), and the
dictator's ability to counter challenges to his control ofthe state.
To sum up, sultanistic regimes that effectively co-opt societal elites through
patronage networks can inhibit the growth of both maximalist and moderate
oppositions. Consequentl¡ depending on the military's capacity and desire to
oust the dictator, they tend to be relatively stable and long-lived. On the other
hand, sultanistic regimes that exclude elites from patronage and limit it to a
small clique surrounding the ruler tend to encourage the growth of opposition
and are generally unstable. Revolution is the likely outcome of this instability in
cases such as lran, Nicaragua, and Cuba, where a coherent revolutionary move-

ment challenges the dictator and where military soft-liners are absent. Military
dictatorship is the probable outcome in cases like Haiti under Jean-Claude
Duvalier, where no coherent maximalist or moderate oppositions organize
against the exclusionary dictator áfld where mllitary soft-liners have the ebility

debilitating legacy of years of repression. second, even if maximalists have not
a
been killed and have been able to organize, they may choose not to Pursue
the
defeating
of
incapable
strategy of armed confrontation. Or they may be

turn agáinst him and fill the vacuum of power created by his flight into o<ile.
Civilian rule is the likely outcome in cases such as the Philippines, where a
powerful moderate opposition and a revolt by military soft-liners can dislodge
to
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the dictator and enatrle the civilian opposition to take control without opening
the way for a seizure of power by maximalists.
I: o re ig t Po we

Analyses

r- Do¡ne st ic Actor Relations

of transitions from authoritarian rule have tended to focus on

domestic, internal factors, downplaying the role of international actors in the
explanation of regime change. According to O'Donnell and Schmitter, such a
donlcstic f<rcus is justifìccl lrccirttsc "it scclns [ruitless to search for some international fact<lr or context which can reliatrly conrpel authoritariarl rulers to
experiment witfi liberalization, rnuch less which can predictably cause their
regimes to collapse."r3 In the analysis of transitions from sultanistic regimes,
however, a focus on international actors is crucial. As I noted earlier, sultanistic
dictators are often dependent on foreign Patrons, who supply critical military
aid and material rcsources that can help fuel their domestic Patronage networks.ra Furthermore, motlerate and maximalist groups opposed to these dic-

tators frequently receive assistance from foreign actors (often from former
patrons ofthe dictator). For these reasons, considering the role ofinternational
actors seems more essential for analyzing transitions from sultanism than for
analyzing transitions from other types of nondemocratic regimes'3s
I am not implying that international forces alone determine the developmental trajectories of sultanistic regimes. The impact of these forces is mediated by the configuration of domestic actors (for example, the presence or
absence o[ intrarcginrc ancl societal opposition groups) and by the willingness
of domestic actors (especially the incumbent dictator) to participate in the
schemes of foreign Powers. Short of invasion, foreign Powers can influence
transitions from sultanism by strengthening the capacities of various domestic
actors and shaping the menu of political strategies they can choose from, thus

Paths out of
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the rulers'control during times of crisis because the United Statcs insisted on
liberalizing reforms and limited coercion.36
Although dependence on U.S. support contributed to the revolutionary
overthrow of the Shah, Somoza, and Batista, the extreme dependence of a
sultanistic ruler on a foreign power does not necessarily encourage revolution,
and may even inhibit it. When the dictator is heavily dependent on a superpower patron that can identifr and support an acceptable and cooperàtive
alternative (usually rc¡¡ime soft-lirrers or nroderate opposition groups), that
patron may be able to use its leverage to removc thc dictator fronr <¡ffìce irl
times of crisis and ease the acceptable opposition into power. In this way a
superpower patron can inhibit revolution by defusing a crisis that, if allowed tcr
continue, might strengthen the hand of maximalists and provide an oPPortuniry for them to seize power. The United States was able to "manage" the
transitions in the Philippines and in Haiti by exerting Pressure on Marcos and
lean-Claude I)uvalier and by switching its support to the civilian moderate
opposition, led by Corazon Aquino, in the Philippines, and to military softliners, led by General Henri Namph¡ in Haiti. Conversel¡ in lran, Nicaragua,
and Cuba, the United States was unable to find an acceptable, viable alternative
to the incumbent dictator and contributed to its client's revolutionary overthrow by pursuing a destabilizing "human rights policy" intended to limit the

actors during moments of regime change.

dictator's use of coercion through the threat of withholding vital military and
economic assistance.
How dependent sultanistic rulers are on foreign Patrons varies significantly
from case to case. For example, during the mi<J-r9óos, ljrançois l)uvalicr rcceived virtually no foreign assistance, and consequently outside influence on
his regime was minimal. Sultanistic rulers can also limit the leverage external
actors have over them by diversifiing sources of foreign suPPort to avoid
overdependence on a single patron. Mobutu and Ceauçescu used this strategy
and benefrted from the military and economic aid of various supporters without becoming vulnerable to their policy preferences. When foreign actors have
limited leverage over the dictator, their ability to influence the course of politi-

In Iran, Nicaragua, and cuba, the dictator's extreme dependence on suPerpower patronage contributed to the success

intervenin g directly.3T

reducing or enhancing their maneuverability. Changes in international supPort
for the dictator or oPPosition groups, for example, may affect the perceived
of
costs and payoffs of particular strategies, thereby influencing the choices

cording to Farideh F'arhi and iack Goldstone,
extreme reliance on U.S. suPPort encourage
promoted exclusionary and repressive regime behavior by providing military
and economic resources, which allowed the ruler to detach his repressive state
apparatus from its social base and dispcnse with domestic coalition building.
U.S. strpporr also lì'ustratccl thc rrationalist anrlritions of elitcs alttl ttlldermined

cal development is restricted to supporting the dictator's opposition or to
To sum up, the framework introduced above for explaining transitions from
sultanism consists of two procedures that combine structural and voluntarist
approaches to the study of regime change. First, the actors who participate in
transitions from sultanistic regimes are defined in a way that highlights their
ability to shift strategic postures within the margins of maneuverability allowed
by structural conslr¿rints. Second, thcse Inargins of trrallct¡vcrability arc spcc-
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critical
military), ruler-societ¡ and forei
structural contexts of transitions

e (especially ruleror-that define the

ified by analyzing three

together, these two
procedures constitute an integrative framework that links structural constraints to the shaping of political action in the analysis of regime change'

Alternative Paths of Political Development for Sultanistic Regimes

TABLE 3.2
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these structural factors created opportunities for

strategic maneuvering, the analysis probes whether and how actors took advantage of these
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Structural Characteristics of Sultanistic Regines

Penetration Pen€tration

6t

Relative Strengths of Domestic Oppositions to Sultanistic Dictators

Duvalier
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opportunities.

An analysis of tables 3.r and 3.2 underscores the importance of examining
both the structural contexts of transitions and actors' responses to opportunities for strategic maneuvering within these contexts. Together these two
perspectives are used to explain alternative paths ofdevelopment for sultanistic
regimes. Table 3.r summarizes the structural characteristics of the cases and
reveals that variations in structural features of sultanistic regimes cannot by
tïemselves explain alternative paths of transition. For example, in the cases of
Haiti under Jean-Claude Duvalier and the Philippines under Marcos, similar
structural characteristics are associated with quite dilfcrent outcotnes of tra¡tsitions from sultanism: Duvalier's ouster resulted in a nlilitary dictatorship,
whereas that of Marcos resulted in rule by civilian moderates. And in the cases
of Nicaragua under Somoza García and Haiti under François Duvalier, diferent
structural characteristics are associated with the similar outcome of political
stability.
Table 3.2 summarizes the relative strengths of domestic opposition groups.
The similarities between the clustering of cases in tables 3.r and 3.2 reveal the
important influence that the structural characteristics of sultanistic regimes can
have on the strength of domestic oppositions. However, a comparison of the
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tables also suggests that the strttctural characteristics of sultanistic regimes
cannot fully explain the strength of opposition grouPs. For example, Marcos's
regime in the Philippines and Iean-Claude I)uvalier's in Haiti had similar structural characteristics, yet moderate and maximalist oppositions were strong in
the Philippines and weak in Ilaiti. Likewise, ceaugescu's regime in Romania
yet
ancl )ean-Claujc l)uvalier's in IIaiti had different structural characteristics,
the relative strengths of oppositions were similar in these cases.rs As the case
abilities
analyses will reveal, we must consider the strategies and organizational
unpredictable
for
such
account
to
order
in
of would-be rqgirne opponents
rcsponscs t() structurll opportrrnitics for [tuil<ìing opposition rn()vcl]ìct'tts.

Political StabilitY
The extreme personalism ancl low levels of institutionalization of sultanistic
regimes have led some observers to conclude that these regimes are highly
of
unstable and fragile.3e However, the set of sultanistic regimes includes some
dynasty
world's longest-lived and most resilient governments. The Duvalier
lasted thirty years, and the somoza dynasty endured more than fort¡ with
smooth transfers of power from fathers to sons in both cases. The analysis

in
below focuses on the regimes of François Duvalier in Haiti and Mobutu
some
of
durability
the
explain
to
Zaireinorder to identifi the factors that seem
sultanistic regimes.

Based on these two cases, sultanistic regimes with ongoing stability seem
characterized by extensive penetration ofboth state ¿nd society by the dictator's
patronage network, allowing little space for the organization of opposition
either within or t¡utside the regime. 'l'he absencc of soft-liners antl civilian
in these cases makes regime hard-liners the sole players in the

opposition

domestic political arena. In addition, the hard-liners who preside over such
stable games of political solitaire tend to avoid extreme dependence on a single
superpower patron.
H aiti: Fr an

ço i s D

uv alier

and
François Duvalier consolidated his regime by decimating his opponents
comclass,
middle
constructing a patronage network based on the black, rural
posed of peasants with medium-sized landholdings. According to David Nicholls, "a whole structure of dependence a¡d Patronage" had developed in the
Haitian countryside, which was dominated by this black middle class.ao By

securing the backing of this key group through patronage, Duvalier took advantage ofthe existing power structure in the countryside, where 8o percent of
thc Ilititialt po¡rrrl:rtiort l'csitl<'rl, lo t'xlclttl tltc rcrtcll oflris stirtc ilrt<l thc irrtcr-
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stices of Haitian society. Since the middle class was the main potential support
base for would-be moderate opponents to Duvalier, its inclusion in his pa-

tronage network restricted the growth of moderate opposition.ar By extending
state penetration of civil societ¡ ñrrthermore, Duvalier's co-optation of black
elites worked in conjunction with his personal paramilitary organizationthe Tonton Macoutes (the bulk of whose leadership was drawn from the rural

middle class)a2-to prevent effective moderate or maximalist mobilization
against him.
The army had dominated Haitian politics for r5o years before f)uvalier's rule,
and he was keenly aware that m<¡st of his prcdcccss<¡rs had bccn dcposcd by thc
military. Tb ensure that he too would not fall victim to a military coup, Duvalier
took immediate steps to undermine the autonomy of the armed forces. He
purged the officer corps, unified the armed services under his personal author-

ity, and created an elite Presidential Guard billeted at the presidential palace.a3
Duvalier also used the Tonton Macoutes as a counterweight to the military. By
the time of the dictator's death in r97r, one Haitian in twenty was estimated to be
affiliated with the Macoutes; by comparison, the entire armed forces numbered
only seven thousand.a{ By 1964, Duvalier was able to claim with justification, "I
have removed from the army its role of arbiter of national life."as
Duvalier also maintained significant autonomy from foreign powers. Between 1962 and 1966, foreign aid was virtually cut offin reaction to the regime's
repression. Because he did not depend on foreign support, Duvalier was relativeþ insulated from external pressures for political reform.a6 The United States
and other international actors had limited leverage over him short of direct
destabilization or invasion. In any event, since Duvalier was a reliable Cold
War all¡ the Unitecl States was nrinimally concerned with influencing Haitian
politics.
By the mid-r96os, Duvalier's insulation from foreign powers, his balanced
use ofco-optation and repression, and his subordination ofthe armed forces
had minimized the political space for the organization of opposition. According to Nicholls, "The army officers, the Roman Catholic Hierarch¡ the U.S.
embass¡ the business elite, the intellectuals, the trade union leadership, one by
one had their wings clipped."aT The stability of the elder Duvalier's rule and the
smooth transfer of power in r97r to his son lean-Claude were products of this
envi¡onment equally devoid of maximalists, moderates, and soft-liners. feanClaude's rule, which will be discussed shortl¡ did not enjoy such stability.
Zaire: Mobutu Sese Seko

Mobutu Sese Seko, Zaire's dictator, was in power for over thirty years. Until
r99r Mobutu's rulc, like François I)uvalier's, was charactcrized hy rcnrarkablc
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political stability. In the middle of r99r, howeve¡ this stability gave way to
conflict and stalemate between a weak moderate opposition and regime hardliners. This discussion identifies the factors that seèm to explain this prolonged stability and highlights the changes in these factors associated with its
recent breakdown.

The ongoing stability of Mobutu's regime before r99o was a consequence of
the co-optation ofelites, brutal repression, and the exacerbation ofethnic and
regional divisions by state patronage, all of which effectively inhibited the
growth of both maximalist and moderate oppositions; the undermining of the
armed forces' institutional autonomy, which eliminated the political space for

soft-line opposition; and Mobutu's ability to extract vital military and economic assistance from foreign patrons while limiting the leverage these patrons
had over him by diversifuing his sources of external support. As a result, the
structural spaces within which maximalists, moderates, and soft-liners could
organize were minimal: hence, sfasis.
Like François l)uvalier, Mobutu limited the growth of opposition by coopting elites through an extensive patronage network that bound members of
the dominant political-conrmercial class to the state. The core of his patronage
system was the Popular Movement of the Revolution (MpR), Zaire's only legal
political organization until r99o. Mobutut patronage network was characterized by such frequent circulation of elites that observers have likened Zaire's
politics to a "ganre of 'musical chairs."'as rhis circulation atomized zairian
elites by pressuring them to focus exclusively on self-aggrandizement during
the short period when they had access to state power and perquisites. Schatzberg writes that, according to the "'rules' of Zairian politics, it [was] better
to profit while possible to insure oneself and one's family a bit of security after
the fall."ae

In addition to inhibiting elite opposition, state patronage worked against the
solidarity of opposition groups when they did arise by exacerbating regional
and ethnic identitics, thereby fragmenting civil society and impeding broadbased nlol>ilizatiorr rrgirinst Mubutu. Young and Jurrrer describe how the patrimonial structure of Mobutu's state discouraged collective action in pursuit of
state resources by reinforcing particularistic divisions within society:
to the state on the part of civil society is more efficaciously secured by
penetrating its softened shell by means of a patron-client net, in pursuit of immediate, particularized advantage, rather than by assaulting its bastions through
formal pursuit of the general inrerest. Affinities of kinship and ethnicity supply
the ideological cement for clientage links between state and society. . . . An
"economy of affection" . . . infiltrates the state and defines the terms of its
relationships with society.sr)
Access
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Limited social mobility, a consequence of economic stagnation in the r97os,
made these "economies of affection" especially important, because using kinship, ethnic, and regional affiliations to establish ties to a patron was virtually
the only avenue of upward mobility. Elites encouraged and exploited regional
and ethnic identities to help them construct support bases that they used to
extract state resources.5t This politicizing ofethnicity, kinship, and regionalism
by Mobutu's patronage network splintered civil society and limited the possibilities for mobilizing against him.
The ethnoregional patron-client networks further hampered the organizational efforts of Mobutut opponents by preventing the polarization of society
into "haves" and "have-nots," as occurred in cases such as lran, Nicaragua,
Cuba, and the Philippines. In Zaire, in contrast to these other cases where
patronage was restricted to a small group of the dictator's cronies, an imPortant
third category existed: those "hâve-nots" who could claim regional or kinship
affiliations with the "haves." This third category significantly widened the perimeter of Mobutut patronage circle and limited the appeal of opposition
movements.

Co-optation of elites, the fragmenting effects of state Patronage in civil
socieÇ, and Mobutu's selective use of coercion against those who voiced dissat-

isfaction with his regime effectively stifled internal opposition' According to
Turner, in 1987 "there was no shortage of opposition parties, but these were
based outside the country and seemed unlikely to Pose a significant threat to
the regime."s2

Mobutu neutralized the threat of a military coup by maintaining close personal control over the armed forces, encouraging rivalries among officer factions, and purging officers deemed untrustworthy. With these tactics he prevented formation of pockets of autonomy within the armed forces that could
serve as breeding grounds for soft-line factions. Arthur House likens Mobutu
to the "center of a spoked wheel" in his relations with the military. According to
House, Mobutu maintained his supremacy over the military's command structure by rotating officers frequently and by encouraging thenr to reP()rl rulrr()rs
to him personally.s3 Young and Turner observe that, in addition to creating lrr
extensive patronage network, Mobutu controlled the military by fostering and
exploiting rivalries among factions of officers, defrned in terms of ethnic or regional identiry institutional affiliation, generations, and levels of training.sa To
ensure the loyalty of the militaryt top echelons, Mobutu packed their ranks

with officers from his home region of Equateur.ss AIso, purges of the officer
corps were frequent; in 1978 over two hundred of the most promising junior officers-nearly ro percent of the officer corPs-were dismissed because Mobutu
doubted their reliability.56
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Mobutu's resilience was also due to substantial military and economic assistance from an assortment of foreign patrons (including at various times China,
France, Morocco, Belgium, North Korea, Eg1pt, Israel, South Africa, and the
United States).s7 These foreign powers gave vital economic assistance, which
helped fuel Mobutu's patronage network. Foreign Powers even intervened mili-

tarily to prop up thc Mobutu regime against armed invasion-Lnry77 and again
in rg7g, Moroccan troops (assisted in rg78 by French and Belgian trooPs).came
to Mobutu,s aid when the Zairian Armed Forces (FAZ) proved incapable of
repelling incursions of a mere 1,5oo to 2'ooo meagerly equipped mercpnaries
frorn Angola into thc Shaba rcgion of Zaire'58
Mobutu was ablc to takc advaDtage o[ the patronage of foreign powers
without incurring the "cost" of extreme vulnerability to the policy preferences
of a specific backer. By diversifoing his sources of external suPPort he limited
the leverage these supporters individually had over him' In an interesting role
reversal (a case of the tail wagging the dog), Mobutu was able to squeeze
resources out of his foreign backers with minimal reciprocal obligations by
exploiting Zaire's strategic and economic importance and using the threat of
"'Mobutu
chaos if his regime was to collapse.se As Young and Turner put it, the
or chaos' formula" unfailingly brought Western powers to the dictator's resMobutu was also adept at performing what Thomas Callaghy called the
"ritual dance of the debt game."6¡This dance ensured continued inflow of the
development loans and other economic aid Mobutu needed to maintain his

cue.6o

patronage network.

In r99r the ongoing political stability inZai¡e was shattered by mass riots
and protests against Mobutu that plunged the country into chaos, hence dis'l
proving the "Moþutu or chaOs" fornrula. his protcst was lnotivatctl both by
the country's worsening economic crisis and by the emergence of an invigorated moderate opposition after Mobutu lifted a twenty-year ban on opposition
parties in April rggo.,'2 ln September r99r Mobutu agreed to share power with
the moderate opposition, assenting to the aPPointment of Etienne Tshisekedi as
prime minister.63 However, Tshisekedi, a frerce Mobutu oPPonent since rgEo
and leader of the largest opposition group, the Union for Democracy and Social
Progress, was dismissed by Mobutu three weeks late¡ triggering another cycle

of rioting.6a constitutional negotiations between Mobutu and the moderate
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tion. In terms of ruler-society relations, Mobutut patronage network penetrating civil society appears to have broken down largely because of the withdrawal
of foreign assistance, opening political space for moderates to organize inside
7-aire for the first time in decades. Moderates took advantage of this opening,
but their organizational efforts were impeded by the fragmenting legacies of
thirty years of sultanism. lnternal divisions among them were common, and
Mobutu was still able to use patronage to exacerbate these divisions and "drive
a deep wedge into the forces of the opposition."6s
In terms of ruler-state relations, by contrast, Mobutu's penetration and
control of the state seem to have remained more s<¡lid: thc Zairi¡n military
brutally harassed moderate opposition leaders and fired on anti-Mobutu protesters on several occasions.6o Hence moderates continued to lack potential
soft-line allies.
In terms of the role of foreign powers, Mobutut outside patrons have shifted
their support to the moderate opposition. The winding down of the Angolan
civil war and the disappearance of Soviet influence in Africa with the end of the
Cold War reduced Mobutu's usefulness as an all¡ encouraging the United
States, France, and Belgium collectively to end aid and lead international efforts
to force his ouster.67 This withdrawal of foreign support contributed to the
breakdown of Mobutut patronage linkages with civil society.
In sum, structural changes in ruler-society relations opened space for societal opposition, which moderates used to organize. However, maximalist
groups remained weak and did not take advantage ofthis structural space. At
the same time continuities in ruler-state relations inhibited the emergence of
regime soft-liners. The resulting stalemate between regime hard-liners and opposition moderates lasted until the civil war between Hutus and'l'utsis in ncighboring Rwanda spilled over into Zaire.ó8 When Rwandan militias active among
the more than one million Hutu refugees in eastern Zairebegan fighting with
the Banyamulenge, Zaire's Tutsis, the latter forged an alliance with longtime
Mobutu opponent laurent Kabi]a that, with help from other African states,
overthrew Mobutu, whose armed forces disintegrated as the rebels advanced.

Revolution

opposition resu¡led in April r992. Yet in spite ofsignificant international pressure to relinquish power, as of ryg4 Mobutu continued to refuse to transfer
authority to a transitional government
The following factors help account for the breakdown of stability and its

Revolution is the path away from sultanism that has received by far the most
attention in comparative studies of sultanistic regimes.óe These studies, however, have tended to focus exclusively on the revolutionary cases of Somoza
Debayle in Nicaragua, Batista in Cuba, and Mohammad Reza Pahlavi in Iran to

replacement by a stalemate between hard-liners and a weak moderate opposi-

show that sultanistic regimes are more likely than other types of nondemocratic
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regimes to be overthrown by revolutionaries. Consequently,-the structural features of sultanistic regimes that many of these studies identifu as causes of

revolution-overdependence on a superpower patron and political exclusion of
domestic elites-do not differentiate sultanistic regimes toppled by revolutionaries from those such as Marcos's and fean-Claude Duvalier's that were not (see
table 3.r).70 Their ornission of nonrevolutionary cases of sultanism has led these
arralyses to understate the critical role that variations in the ruler's relationship
with thc rnilitirry plrry in clifll'rcntiating rcvolutiorrary fronr rrotrrcvoluti<lnary
cases. As the analysis ofnonrevolutionary paths out ofsultanism in subsequent
sections reveals, the absence of military autonomy is an additional structural
cause that seems necessary for revolutionary collapse of sultanistic regimes.
In this section I review the structural factors that are necessary, but not
sufficient, causes of the overthrow of sultanistic regimes by revolutionaries. I
emphasize that a satisfactory account of revolutionary paths out of sultanism
should look beyond these structural factors to consider maximalists' efforts and
abilities to take advantage of structural opportunities for revolution.
Structural Causes of Rerolution in Iran, Nicaragua, and Cuba

The regimes of the Shah, Somoza, and Batista were all characterized by
thorough penetration ofstate institutions by the dictators'patronage networks.
The resulting fusion of the ruling clique with the state left little political space
within which soft-line opposition could develop and stripped the military of its
capacity for aut<.¡nolrror-ls actiorì. 'l'hc unclcrmining of the nrilitary's autonomy
by the dictator's patronage network also eroded its overall competence and
organizational cohcrence, rnaking it vulnerable to disintegration when challenged in combat.

The nature of the ruler-state relationship thus had the effect of collapsing
unitar¡ hard-line actors, minimizing the possibility
that the impetus for political transformation could come "from above," from
within the regime itself. According to Midlarsky and Roberts, this absence of
potential soft-line allies may have meant that moderate oPPonents had no
these three regimes into

choice but to join revolutionary forces that had the military capacity to unseat
the dictator and his subservient army.Tl

In terms of ruler-society relations, the regimes of Somoza, Batista, and the
Shah were all characterized during their final years by the narrowness of the

dictatort patronage circle and the shallowness of its penetration into civil
society. This exclusion of domestic elites from patronage and power opened
space within society for the growth of moderate and maximalist oppositions.
Finall¡ all three dictators were heavily dependent on U.S. support. The
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external military and economic resources these rulers received from the united
States allowed them to dispense with domestic coalition building, which encouraged the decoupling of these regimes from their societies and the exclusion
of domestic elites from patronage. Their extreme dependence on the United
States also stimulated opposition by frustrating the nationalist sentiments of
domestic elites. And when powerful maximalist opposition groups challenged
these regimes, the United States' insistencc on liberalizirrg rcfrrrrns and linrited
use of coercion restricted the rulers' margins of maneuver and undern.rinccl
their confidence and control.
Based on these three cases, then, the sultanistic regimes most vulnerable to
revolutionary overthrow share the following structural features: extensive penetration of the state by the dictatort patronage network, which undermines
military autonomy; minimal extension of patronage into civil society; and
extreme dependence on one superpower patron.72 Although these features help
pinpoint which sultanistic regimes are structurally most susceptible to revolutionary overthroq they are not by themselves sufficient causes of revolution. In
addition, a revolutionary movement must take advantage of these structural
opportunities by organizing against the regime, succeed in ousting the dictator,
and then seize state power.
The Límits of

Struaural Explanations: Zaire

The case oÍZaire buttresses the claim that structr¡ral variatrles cannot by
themselves predict that a sultanistic regime will fall to revolutionaries. 'I'he
domestic structural factors that contributed to revolutionary collapse in Iran,
Nicaragua, and Cuba (the fusion of ruler and state and shallow patronage
penetration into civil society) were also present in Zaire since at least r99r.7r Yet
until 1997 no maximalist organizations remained marginal and weak, and failed
to take advantage ofthis "revolutionary situation."
The weakness of maximalists in Taire may have been a partial consequence
of ongoing state repression or lingering fragmentation of civil society caused by
Mobutu's patronage network. However, after r99o Zairian moderates were partially able to overcome these same impediments, suggesting that other factors
are needed to account for the absence of maximalists until 1997. One important
factor may have been the failure of Zairian maximalists to use what Foran calls
"political cultures ofopposition" as bases for building revolutionary ideologies
and movements.Ta By contrast, maximalists effectiveþ tapped into the "cultural
idioms" of nationalism in Nicaragua and Cuba and Shi'ite Islam in Iran to forge
powerful revolutionary ideologies that helped them mobilize support.T5 'fhe
global exhaustion of Marxist-Leninist ideologies, which revolutionaries had
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successfully combined with nationalism in several of Zaire's neighbors (e.g.,
Angola and Mozambique) during the r97os, may have posed an additional
impediment to the organization of maximalist opposition in contemporary
Zaire. Had the structural vulnerabilities of Mobutu's regime developed a decade

or two earlier, when the wave of Afrocommunism was sweeping the continent,
zairian maximalists might have been able to join their Angolan and Mozambican counterparts as leaders of revolutionary African Marxist states instead of
coming to power twenty years later with the help of foreign troops.76
In their quest to incorporate human agency alongside state and social struc-

tures in explaining revolutionary change, students ofrevolution have recently
reexamined the cases of lran, Nicaragua, and Cuba to highlight the role of

political action in the creation and consolidation of maximalist movements.TT
In addition to emphasizing the structural space for such movements created by
exclusionary sultanistic regimes, these analyses identiff the crafting ofrevolutionary idcologies by lcaclcrs who krok aclvantage of political cultures of opposition as a necessary cause of revolution.
such efforts to highlight the building of revolutionary ideorogies and movements are important reminders that the negative "stimulus" of an exclusionary
sultanistic regime does not automatically lead to the "response" of broad-based

revolutionary mobilization. Although the catalyzing effects on opposition
coalition building produced by common enmity toward a sultanistic ruler were
clearly important in the revolutionary cases, the efforts of maximalist leaders to
build and sustain these movements should not be overlooked.
Rather than focusing strictly on political action "from below" (the role of
human agency in the creation of revolutionary oppositions), students of revolution seeking to integrate agency and structure might also benefit by widening
their focus to include action "from above" (the role the choices of regime
incumbents play in bringing down "their" regimes).7s rhe literature on regime
transitions could offer useful insights for investigating whether incumbent
elites' strategies of rule, leadership, and decisions during moments of crises
promote or impede revolution.

Military Dictatorship
Cases in which the breakdown of sultanism results in military rule are
typically characterized by limited penetration of the state by the dictator's
patronage network, which opens space for soft-line opposition within the state,
especially by the military. The decisions of military soft-liners to take advantage
of their autonomy and act against the dictator are often motivated by factors
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external to the ruler-military relationship, such as Pressures from mass upris-

ings against the dictator or encouragement by foreign Powers. In cases of
transition to military rule, moderates and maximalists are often weak and
disorganized, allowing softline military factions who succeed in ousting the
dictator to seize control of the state without contest (at least in the short term)'
The February 1989 ouster ofAlfredo Stroessner by the Paraguayan military
fits this pattern. Although Stroessner's regime had strong sultanistic tendencies,
it was not strictly sultanistic because ofthe central role played by the Colorado
Party, which functioned during his rule as a relatively institutionalized mass
patronage machine.Te The overthrow of Jean-Claude Duvalier in Haiti in 1986
better exemplifies this path out of sultanism.
H aiti : I ean- Claude D uvali er

Haiti saw two quite different transitions from the sultanistic rule of the
Duvaliers: first a peaceful transfer of power from father tt¡ son in r97r (scc
above) followed by a fifteen-year continuation of the dynast¡ and then the
replacement of sultanism by military dictatorship in 1986.80 The breakdown of
sultanism at the end of the younger Duvalier's rule after more than twenty years
ofstability was a consequence ofchanges in the ruler-state, ruler-societ¡ and
ruler-superpower relationships that encouraged societal elites to withdraw suPport for Duvalier and opened space within the state for organization of a softline opposition. This breakdown led to military dictatorship because soft-line
factions of the armed forces turned against Duvalier and were able to fill the

political vacuum left by his flight into exile. No coherent maximalist or moderate oppositions existed at that time that could challenge the military's seizure of
power, despite the highly exclusionary character of Jean-Claude's regime'
After marrying into an affluent mulatto family in r98o, the younger Duvalier
began to exclude from his patronage circle the black elites who traditionally
had been the regime's core base of support. lnstead, Jean-Claude favored the

mulatto commercial elites, who demanded greater Patronage rewards in exchange for support and whose ties to the rest of Haitian society were nìore
limited than those of their black middle-class predecessors. As a result, the
extensive patronage network constructed by François l)uvalier unraveled' dissolving the key ruler-society links that had enabled the Duvalier regime to
penetrate and control civil society.sl
Significantl¡ Jean-Claude's exclusion of the black elite did nor lead to the
formation of a coherent opposition. Twenty-frve years of Duvalierism had
stifled both maximalists and moderates; potential opposition leaders had been
either exiled, killed, or co-opted. Because of this dual legacy of repression and
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his dependence on U.S. aid, and his loosened grip on the military were structural factors that weakened his regime. However, these structural factors do not
by themselves explain his overthrow. The sultanistic regime did not collapse
under its own weight; a combination of internal and external actors gave a
crucial push.

Continuing econonric crisis sparked a series of spontaneous and churchabil-

catalyzed popular uprisings between r984 and 1986. The Duvalier regime's

ity to contain this growing unrest was diminished by the weakening of its capacity to penetrate and control civil societ¡ resulting, as I noted above, from
the disintegration of the black middle-class patronage network. The Catholic
Church (especially local priests and activists called the ti leglia or "little church,"

to distinguish them from tÏe more conservative hierarcþ)s, which had recovered from crippling confrontations with the elder Duvalier in the r9óôs, was
galvanized by the pope's 1983 visit to Haiti and emerged as a potent center of

opposition, organizing and channeling popular discontent.sT
As these internal pressures against Duvalier increased, the United States used
its leverage to push him out of office and clear the way for the military soft-

had enjoye<J.

liners, with whom it had been secretly negotiating, to seize power.ss On z9
fanuary 1986 the United States announced it was withholding $zó million in
scheduled aid to protest Duvalier's brutal response to the wave of mass protests.
This move was tantamount to a public withdrawal of U.S. support. The Unitcd
States encouraged the military conspirators by promising concessions to those

staffHenriNamph¡..begansoundingoutfellowofficers,sothatacoreofkey
mencouldbecountedontoassistinabloodlessousterandnottakeuparmsin

who assisted in the dictatort removal. General Namphy and his fellow conspirators used this U.S. guarantee as a bargaining chip to persuade the leaders ofthe
Tonton Macoutes to abandon fean-Claude. On 6 February Duvalier boarded a
U.S. Air Force C-r4r headed for France. In Haiti, the United States was able to
find and support an acceptable replacement for the dictator and to "manage"
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The unraveling of fean-claude Duvaliert Patronage ties to the black

the transition by pressuring its dependent patron out of office, thereby defusing
mass mobilization against him.

The absence of both moderate and maximalist political organizations and
the Macoutes' disarray after Duvaliert flight allowed the military to seize power

unchallenged. It was the only force able to fill the political vacuum left in
Duvalier's wake. The United States'initial willingness to support the fledgling
military government by sending arms and aid helped solidiry the armed forces'
control.se

After Duvalierk <lustcr, thc military prcsided ovcr fivc years of ¡rolitical chiros
during which a series of short-lived military or de facto regimes attempted to
govern and one election was aborted by a polling-place massacre.Ð Democratic
opposition groups remained weak and disorganized. In r99o, in response to
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international prcssure, the nrilitary elite decided to tolerate fair elections. Father Jean-Bertrand Aristide, a Catholic priest whose suPPort was based mainly
in grassroots church and neighborhood organizations, won by a landslide, and
in February r99r he became the first freely elected president in Haiti's history.
Although Aristide's relations with the military were initially positive, they
soon deteriorated. Aristide demoted and replaced many officers' made plans
for a new civilian police force, and proposed a EuroPean-trained presidential
guard-all of which created resentment and fear within the armed forces.
Aristide's passionate commitment to liberation theology and his populist rhetoric also alienated the economic elite. With the blessing of many members of
this elite, the military ousted Aristide on 30 September r99r.er

The continued domination of the political arena by the military and the
weakness of democratic forces can both be understood as legacies of Haitit
sultanistic arrd presultanistic periods. As I noted above, the Duvaliers' long rule
fragmented civil society and reinforced preexisting Patterns of inequality and
cliclltclism. l-l¡¡wcvcr, thc rogts of currcnt instability and authqritarianism
'[he military domireach back into Haitian history long before the Duvaliers.
nated Haitian politics before François Duvalier's rise to power. Hence its reemergence at the center of the political arena after Jean-Claude's overthrow
can be viewed as a revival of historical political Patterns after a "sultanistic
interlude." Although the Duvalier dynasty certainly reinforced antidemocratic
structures and traditions, it did not create them. On the contrary, these preexisting structures probably should themselves be regarded as causesthat explain
the dynasty's origins.o2 The advantages for analysis of situating sultanistic regimes in long-term trajectories of national political development will be discussed in the chapter's conclusion.

Civilian Rule
in which transitions from sultanism lead directly to nonrevolutionary
civilian rule are typically characteriz-ecl by shallow penetration ofthe dictatort
patronage network into state and civil societ¡ creating structural space for the
organization of opposition in both arenas.es In such cases Power is transferred
either to moderate opposition grouPs or to civilian soft-liners, usually after a
revolt against the dictator by military soft-liners. A central puzzle posed by
cases ofdirect transition from sultanism to civilian rule concerns why power is
transferred to civilians rather than seized by the mutinous military soft-liners
Cases

as

occurred in Haiti.

This path out of sultanisrn is exemplified by the

cases

of Marcos in the

Regimes

.
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Philippines, where power was transferred to the moderate opposition, and o[
Ceauçescu in Romania, where power was transferred to civilian regime softliners. The cases of Marcos Pérez liménez (lq+8-S8) in Venezuela and Rafael
Trujillo (193o-6r) in the Dominican Republic,ea although not analyzed here, are
also examples of nonrevolutionary transitions from sultanism to civilian rule.es
The Philippines: Transition to Elite Democracy

The transition from Marcos's regime in the Philippines is the only

case

examined here in which the full complement of hard-liners, soft-liners, moderates, and maximalists was present. As one might expect, the role of contingency
and strategic interaction appears to have been especially important in this four-

player transition. The presence of military softliners and a powerful revolutionary opposition alongside the moderate opposition raises the question, Why
was power transferred to moderates and not to one of the two armed groups?e6

Marcos's regime, like the revolutionary cases, was characterized by exclusion
of traditional elites, which encouraged growth of both maximalist and moderate oppositions, and by extreme dependence on U.S. support. Despite these
similarities, however, revolution did not occur, because there existed pockets of
intrastate autonomy within which military soft-liners organized. Instead, the
breakdown of sultanism in the Philippines led to a transition to civilian rule
because a powerful moderate opposition was able to eschew alliance witlr maximalists and take power with the help of military soft-liners who revolted
against the dictator.
In 1986, approximately r,5oo of the military's r3,5oo officers were members

of the Reform the Armed Forces Now Movement (RAM), which had been
formed with U.S. support in 1985 by officers disturbed by the influx of Marcos's
patronage appointees.eT On zz February ry86, in the context of widespread
public outrage over Marcos's use of violence and fraud during presidential
elections held earlier that month, a group of officers affiliated with the RAM
launched a coup against the dictator. Although the coup itself failed, it was
supported by tens of thousands of civilians, mobiliz.ed by the Catholic Church,
who formed a human buffer to protect the mutinous officers. This outpouring
of "people power" led to a wave of military defections and to Marcos's departure three days later.et
The military revolt allowed the Philippine moderates (who had coalesced
into a powerful movement with broad popular support behind the leadership
of Corazon Aquino and the Catholic Church)e to eschew alliance with the

maximalist National Democratic Front (NDF).rm Had the military not revolted, the Philippine moderates, like their Iranian, Nicaraguan, and Cuban
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counterparts, would probably have had little choice but to. ally with the maximalists, who were accumulating the coercive resources needed to dislodge
Marcos. In the Philippines, the key structural factors that push moderates into
alliance with maximalists were absent: an exclusionary sultanistic regime in
which the military's capacity f<¡r atttonomous action has been undermined.
'I'he coup against Marcos allowed the moderates to replace him without opening the way to a seizure of power by the revolutionary opposition.
In the Philippines, in contrast to lran, Nicaragua, and Cuba, the dictatort
extreme dependence on U.S. support inhibited revolution. The AquinoJed
moderate opposition and the military soft-liners (the RAM) were acceptable to
thc Unitcd Statcs as rcplacentents t<¡ Marc<¡s. More importarlt, thc Aquino
coalition was a viable successor to Marcos because of its organizational coherence and broad popular support. The presence of an acceptable and viable
civilian alternativc cnabled thc United States to influence the tra¡rsition in the
Philippines by using its leverage over Marcos to usher him out of power and

to

ease
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Significantl¡ the option of withdrawing support fron Marcos was palatable
because there existed a viable, nrcderate

to turn against Marcos, secure that, if the armed forces did not take power, an
acceptable civilian group would.
Romania: The Resurreaion of ,,presultanistic" State Institutions

The transition from ceauçescu's regime in Romania in r9g9 involved a
smaller cast of actors than did the transition in the philippines. In Romania,
soft-liners, with civilian and military components, and hard-liners were the
Philips

the United States helped clear the way for the moderate Aquino coalition,
backed by the church and the mass mobilization of people's Power, to take

old regime.16

conrrol. Thus U.S. policy worked to keep state power beyond the maximalist

based on a three-way balance between the Romanian

NI)F's reach.
We have seen how the combination of a Potent moderate opposition, a
mutinous militar¡ and U.S. pressure inhibited revolution in the Philippines in
r98ó. A second question nrust also be addressed: Why didn't the Philippine
military seize power for itself, "Haitian-style," and block the civilian moderates?
The Philippines are unique among the cases of sultanism discussed here in
terms of the moderate opposition's levels of organizational coherence and pop-

the

dred officers that launched the zz February couP, they surely would have been
crushed without the protection of the legions of civilians summoned to their
aid by the church. 'I'he military defectors were dependent on civilian suPPort,
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to the military defectors precisely

U.S. helicopters ferried Marcos into exile. By pressuring Marcos out of powe¡

ular support.ro3 Challenging the broad-based' popular Aquino coalition would
have been difficult for the Philippine armed forces in 1986, especially given the
factionalism within its ranks and its low popular legitimacy stemming from its
abusiveness during Marcos's rule.roa As for the small band of about three hun-

.

which Aquino commanded more than anyone else. For these reasons
the military having chosen to withdraw its support from Marcos, had few options but
to support Aquino, at least temporarily.ro5

in the moderates. When the army officers affiliated with the RAM

launched their coup at the end ofFebruary 1986, the United States gave them
fuel and ammunition and threatened to cut off Marcos's military aid if his
troops attacked the rebels.r0' President Ronald Reagan offered Marcos asylum'
an offer the besieged dictator accepted after consulting U.S. senator Paul Laxalt.
Laxalt advised Marcos, "Cut and cut cleanly. The time has come)'r02 Hours later

Regimes

strong
to the

ceauçescu's rule, which Linden aptly labels "socialist patrimonialism," was

communist party (RCp),

arm¡ and the

secret police (Sccuritatc).r.7 ccauçcscu skillfirlly
¡rlaycd thcsc
three institutions off against one another. 'fhis system of manipulated "checks
and balances" combined with ceauçescu's direct measures to undermine each

institution's autonomy was the basis for his regime's stability until the late
t98os.r08

Although ceauçescu was able to use the RCp, the arm¡ and the Securitate as
counterweights to one anoiher for many years, his ruling clique appears to have
penetrated and transformed state institutions to a lesser degree than did those
of the Shah, Mobutu, or the Somozas. In contrast to these cases, Ceauçescu's
sultanistic regime was superimposed on a preexisting party-state apparatus.
one of the most strfüng features of the Romanian case is the resilience of state
institutions with pre-ceauçescu roots: the communist part¡ the state administrative bureaucracy (which was closely intertwined with the RCp), and the
military all emerged relatively intact after Ceauçescu's ouster. This institutional
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resilience and the central roles in Ceauçescu's overthrow played by military and
RCP soft-liners indicate that his regime sat lightly upon ihe state compared

with other sultanistic regimes.
By the end of1989, Ceauçescu had alienated the armed forces, the RCB and

the intcrnatir¡nal colnmunity, and his rule rested precariously on the terror
created by the Securitate.rr)u A wave of spontaneous mass protests, which began
in the city of Timi¡oara on r7 l)ecember r98gi and soon swept the countr¡ created an opportunity for arrny and party soft-liners to throw offthe sultanistic

ruling clique that had ridden piggyback on their institutions for two decades.
The clash of soft-liners and hard-liners rook the form of pitched battles between disloyal and loyal security forces (mainly Securitate members), which
lasted until Ceauçescu's capture on 23 December by military rebels and his execution several days later. The absence of well-organized moderate or maximalist opposition groups enablecl the National Salvation Front (FSN), a civilian-led
coalition with close ties to both the Communist Party and the militar¡ to take
control without contest.r r0
Ceauçescu's ouster is similar in many ways to fean-Claude Duvalier's overthrow in Haiti. In both cases organized societal opposition groups were absent
during the transition, and spontaneous mass protests played central roles triggering and pushing forward the dictator's overthrow In both Haiti and Ronrania, revolts by soft-liners in the regular armed forces led to the ouster of the
dictators and their ¡rclsonal, paramilitary guards-Duvalier's'Ionton Macoutes
an<J Cciruçescu's Sccuritate.rr¡ 'l'he wcakness of democratic groups in both cases
cleared the way for transfers of power to successor regimes in which members
of the former elite played a central role.rr2

Beyond Tiansitions from Subanism
The time frames of the case analyses in this chapter are limited to the periods
encompassing sultanistic rule, its breakdown, and the transition to a regime
type distinct from sultanism. This time frame is adequate for explaining shorrtermotJtcomes. As the number of "postsultanistic" regimes grows, however, it is
increasingly important to develop anal¡ic frameworks for understanding political dynamics after sultanism. The revival of presultanistic political practices,
social structures, and state institutions in Romania, Haiti, and the Philippines
suggests that thc kcy to undcrstanding postsultani.stic patterns of political development rr.ray oltcn be founcl in historical events antecedent to the sultanistic
episode. To comprehend political dynamics after sultanism, then, it may be
fruitful to situate sultanistic regimes in long-term trajectories ofnational politi-
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cal development in order to capture foundational, presultanistic events whose
resilient legacies may influence patterns of development after sultanistic episodes. Thus, paradoxicall¡ expanding our time frame forward into the postsultanistic period may simultaneously require us to stretch it backward into the

periods preceding the rise of sultanism.rrl
The historical continuities that appear especially salient for understanding
political dynamics after sultanistic regimes (weak domestic classes, fragmented
civil societies, "soft" state institutions, and "crises of sovereignty" associated
with external intervention) may themselves have played significant roles in the
origins ofthese very regimes. Such factors, which are constant across the presultanistic, sultanistic, and postsultanistic periods in many ofthe cases analyzed
here, may help explain how one man was able to consolidate so much power
during a specific historical juncture and shift his country temporarily onto a
sultanistic path of development.
Although historical structures and practices antecedent to the sultanistic
regime may be important for understanding postsultanistic political dynamics,
we should not assume that the sultanistic episode itself has no autonomous
influence on subsequent political trajectories. The impact of the sultanistic
period on future patterns of political change is especially transparent in those
cases where the dictator's style of rule and the structure of his regime led to the
organization of revolutionary movements and promoted their seizure ol state
power. In each case, we need to investigate empirically how far the sultanistic
episode eroded or reinforced antecedent political practices and structures.r ra
In addition to accounting for the varied dynamics of sultanistic regimes, a
central objective of this chapter has been to show how broad programmatic
guidelines for linking human agency and social structures in explaining regime
change can be translated into concrete research strategies. The category of
sultanistic regimes offers unusual leverage for developing such strategies because it lies at the intersection of a literature that has so clearly emphasized
structural explanations (the literature on contemporary revolutions) with one
that has so clearly emphasized voluntarist explanations (the literature on regime transitions). I have attempted to use this intersection as a basis for developing an integrative explanatory framework sensitive to the causal roles of
both human agency and social structure in the transformation of political
regimes.
Sevcral lcsso¡rs can be drawn from this analysis for th<lse irrtcrcstcd in corrstructing such integrative frameworks. First, this analysis suggests the utility of
regime typologies and categories that expose the structural logics of regimes by
isolating "critical relationships" linking actors within a regime to each other
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Jean-Claude Duvalier and the Philippines under Marcos, and where diflerent
structural contexts leð. to similar outcomes, as in Nicaragua under Sonroza
García and Haiti under François Duvalier, we have a strong basis for inlerring
that structural factors by themselves were not sufficient causes of regime out-

The comparative method enables us to ground such inferences in
empirical regularities rather than in counterfactuals. Using the comparative
method to map and juxtapose varied structural contexts of transitions should
prove an indispensable tool for scholars seeking to build integrative framecomes.r18

works for explaining regime change.
Finall¡ the integrative approach developed here, which combines structural
and voluntarist perspectives by using cross-sectional mappings of the varied
structural contexts of transitions, is especially suited for analyzing short-term
outcomes of regime change. Scholars interested in exploring longer-term processes of regime change, such as political trajectories encompassing presultanistic, sultanistic, and postsultanistic periods, will need integrative frameworks
that combine an appreciation for the long-term, persistent effects of past events
with a sensitivity to the inherent dynanrisrn of hunran agency. Path-dcpenclcnt
research strategies, especially those that emphasize "critical junctures," nray
offer fruitful tools for linking past constraints to subsequent regime outcomes
in ways that highlight how these constraints were created, reproduced, and
eventually transformed by human action.rte Integrative path-dependent frameworks will need to balance the goal of capturing and accounting for continuing
effects of past constraints against allowing room for actors to play autonomous
causal roles in regime change. In other words, they will need to overcome the
tendency, exemplified by the structuralist works of Barrington Moore and
Gregory Luebbert, to treat the developmental path linking historical junctures
and subsequent regime change as the "deliverer of the inevitable."'20 They will
also need to overcome the tendency to treat events during historical junctures
predetermined by antecedent structural factors. Rather, the creation of structures and institutions during such junctures must be characteras themselves

ized by choice and contingency.

Addressing issues such as these will help scholars solve the difficult problern
of combining social structure and human agency in explaining regirnc chirrrgc.
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chapter also draws in part on structural variaÞles employed in the earlier work. I thank
H. E. Chehabi, David Collier, Ruth Berins Collier, fohn Foran, JeffGoodwin, Juan Linz,
and fames Mahoney for their helpñ:l comments and suggestions. This material is based
on work supported by a National Science Foundation Graduate Fellowship.
r. See Robert H. Dix, "Why Revolutions Succeed and Fail," Polity s (tg8f.): +zt-+6;
Jack A. Goldstone, "Revolutions and Superpowersl' in Superpowers and Revolutions, ed.
fonathan R. Adelman (New York Praeger, 1986), ¡8-+8; Manus I. Midlarsky and Kenneth Roberts, "Class, State, and Revolution in Central America: Nicaragua and El Salvador Comparedl' Journal of Conflict Resolution 29, no. z (1985): 163-93; Farideh Farhi,
"State Disintegration and Urban-Based Revolutionary Crisis: A Comparative Analysis of
Iran and Nicara gual' Comparative Political Studies zt, ¡o. z ( rq88): z3r-56; Farideh Farhi,
States and lJrban-Based Revolutions: lran and Nicaragua (Urbana: University of Illinois
Press, r99o); leff Goodwin and 'I'heda Skocpol, "Explaining Revolutions in the Contemporar)¡ Third World," Politics and Society y, no. 4 (1989): 4E9-So9i Timothy P.
Wickham-Crowley, "Understanding Failed Revolution in El Salvador: A Comparative
Ânalysis of Regime Types and Social Structuresl' Politics anilSocietyv,no. + (rg8g), ¡u37; and John Foran, "A Theory ofThird World Social Revolutions: Iran, Nicaragua and

El Salvador Compared," Critical Sociology 19, no. 2 (19ç6):3-27. On the outcomes of
revolutions against sultanistic rulers see fohn Foran and JeffGoodwin, "Revolutionary
Outcomes in Iran and Nicaragua: Coalition Fragmentation, War, and the Limits of
Social Transformation," Theory and Socíety 22 (1993): zog-47.
z. See Samuel P. Huntington, The Third Wave: Democratimtion in the Late Twentieth
Century (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, r99r), esp. chap. 3; Giuseppe Di
Palma, To Craft Democracies: An Esmy on DemocratícTransitions (Berkeley: University

of

California Press, r99o), esp. chap. E; and Guillermo O'Donnell and Philippe C. Schmitter, Transitions ftom Authoritarian Rule: Tentative Conclusions about Unceruin Democracias (Baltimore: )ohns Hopkins University Press, 1986), 3z-33. The concept of"waves"
of democratiz¡tion is from Huntington.
'l'hccla
3. t refcr here to structural explanations of revolutiotr by scholars such as
"tlrirrl
(lharlcs't'illy
what
cirlls
thc
that
conslitutc
C<¡ldstt¡rrc
l,aige,
and
Skocpol, felfrcy
generation" of theories of revolution and also to subsequent research, mainly fronr the
198os, that "deepened" this generation. See Jack A. Goldstone, "Theories ofRevolution:
TheThirdGeneration," WorldPolitics32,no.3 (r98o): 425-1¡.3.On thedeepeningof this
generation during the r98os, see the essay by Iohn Foran' "Theories of Reiolution
Revisited: Toward a Fourth Generation?" Sociological Theory t, no. r (1993): r-zo.
4. The most widely cited work on transitions from authoritarianism exemplifying
such a voluntarist approach is Guillermo O'Donnell, Philippe Schmitter, and l¿wrence
Whitehead, eds., Transitions from Authoritarian RuIe: proEeas for Democracy, 4 vols.
(Baltimore¡ Iohns Hopkirrs university Pr€ss, r98ó)' See especially O'Donnell and Schmitter's theoretical volume, Tenlotive Conclttsions dbo* Unccrlain Denrocracies (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press; 1986). See also fames M. Malloy and Mitchell A. Seligson, eds., áurhoritarians andDemocratt RegimeTransitionsin LatinAmerica(Pittsburgh:
University of Pittsburgh Press, r98z); Enrique Baloyra, ed., ComparingNew Democracies:
Transäons and Consolidation in Meditenanean Europe and the Southern Con¿ (Boulder,
Colo.: Westview r98z). Note that the voluntarism of many of these work was a reaction
against earlier deterministic explanations of regime change that fcrcused on "pretorrdi-
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tions" lor dcmocracy. For a critique of the preconditions approach see TÞrry Lynn Karl,
"Dilemmas of Democratization in Latin America," Comparative Politicsz3, no. r (r99o):
r-21; esP. 2-5.
5. Foran notes that a focus on the role of human agency is a key feature of the
emerging "fourth generation" oftheories ofrevolution. See Foran, "Theories ofRevolution Revisited," 6-8. For efforts to "bring agency back in" see, in addition to Foran,
William H. Sewell )r., "ldeologies and Social Revolutions: Reflections on the French
Casel' lournal of Modern History 57, no. 1 (1985), 5z-85; Michael S. Kimmel, Revolution:
A Sociological InterPretat¡on (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, r99o); James Mehone¡ "Socia.l Structure and Political Culture in the Explanation of Third World Social
Revolutions: Iran and Cuba Compared," unpublished MS, Department of Political Science, University of California, Berkele¡ r99z; and Eric Selbin, Modern Latitt Atnerican
Revolutíons (Boulder, Colo.: Westview, r993)
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Schmitter, "Modcs of 'lia¡sition in Latin Ânrcrica, Southerrr autl Flastcrrr liurope,"

Internationalsocialsciencel<tunl'rltzS (Mayr99r): z7o-Tt.boradiscussionof alternative strategies for itìtegr¡rting agency and strtlcturc in the arralysis of reginre changc and
the difficult conceptual challengcs confronting the would-be integrator, see lanrcs Mahoney and Richard Snyder, "lntegrative Strategies for the Study of Regime Change," in
The Challenges ofTheories on Dentocracy, ed. Sten Ugelvik Larsen, Social Science Mono-

graphs (New York Columbia University Press, forthcoming).
Critiques ofthe extrenre voluntarism of the transitions literature that emphasize the
need to combine agency and structure in the explanation of regime change include
Daniel H. l¡vine, "Paradigm Lost: l)ependence to Democracy," world Politics 40, no. 3
(tg88): 3n-gq; Nancy Bermeo, "Rethinking Regime Change"' Conrparative Politics zz,
no.3 (r99o): 3j9-71;Karl, "Dilemmas of Democratization in Latin America"; Karen L'
Remmer, "New Wine or Old Bottlenecks? The Study of Latin American Democracy,"

Comparative Politics 23, no. 4 (r99r): 47g-g5; Herbert Kitschelt' "Political Regime
Change: Structure and Process-Driven Explanatio ns?" Anrcrican Political Science Review
86, no. 4 (1992): tozS-34; and Gerardo L. Munck, "Democratic Transitions in Comparative Perspective l' Comparativc Politics zs (Aprìl t9g4)r 355-75-

7. Impressionisticevidencesuggcststhatthestudyofcontemporaryrevolutionshas

been undertaken predonrinantly by sociologists, while the stucly of reginrc tra¡rsitions
has been undertakcn ¡rredonrinantly by political scicntists.
8. Othcr analyscs that sclf-consciously seek to combine elements of thesc two literatures are Robert M. F'ishman, "Rethinking State and Regimc: Southern Europe's'liansition to DemocracyJ' World Politics 42, no. 3 (r99o): 422-4c', and Mâtthew Soberg Shu-

gart, "Guerillas and Elections: An Institutionalist Perspective on the Costs of Conflict
and Competitio nl' lnternational Studíes Quartetly 36 þ992); rzr-52.
g. Although Romania had elements of a staged revolution'
ro. some ofthe cases I analyze hcre, such asTaire under Mobutu (before r99l) and
Haiti under F'rançois l)uvalicr, are not strictly sult¿nistic because the ruleri circle of
clients extended beyond a narrow clique ofcronies. ln an earlier analysis I used the telm
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"F,xplaining Transiti¡ns fìonr Neo¡ratrinronial l)ictatorships|' Comparative Politics 24,
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on the concept of rreopatrimonialis¡n sce s. N. Eisenstadt, Rcvolution and theTransþrmation of societies: A comparative study of civilizations (New york:
Free Press, 1978), zv-89- For an application of the concept to the African context, see
Michael Bratton and Nicholas van de walle, "Neopatrimonial Regimes and political
Transitions in Africa," Worlil Politics 4ó (fuly 1994): 374-75. On patrimonial rule more
generall¡ see Guenther Roth, "Personal Rulership, Patrimonialism, and Empire-Building in the New States," World Politics zo (r9ó8): t94-2o6, and Christopher Claphanr,
Third world Politics: An Introduction (Madison: university of wisconsin press, 1986).
..TranThis approach to the definition of actors draws on
no. 4 (1992): J7g-99.

l.

Guillermo O'Donnell,

sitions to Democracy: some Navigation Instruments," in Democracy in the Americas, ed.
Robert A. Pastor (New York: Holmes & Meier, 1989), 6z-7j;and}'Donnell and Schmitter, Tentative Conclusions, 4-5, r'-r7. I have also benefited from the discussions of

theoretical issues involved in the defrnitions of actors in Adam przeworski, "Some
Problems in the Study of the Transition to Democracy," in Transitions from Authoriarian
Rule: Cotnparative Perspectivcs, ed. Guillermo O'Donnell, Philippe C. Schmitrer, and
Laurence Whitehead, (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1986),47-63, anr.l in
David Collier and Deborah L. Norden, "Strategic Choice Models of Political Change in
l¿tin America," Conparative Politics 24, no. z (1992): 229-43. According to Przeworski
(:l-S+), de6ning actors in terms ofstrategic postures is risky because "strategic postures
may remain the same but the particular groups or individuals that hold them may
change," hence, there is a temptation to look to institututional and structural roles to
explain why these shifts occurred. I would note the additional risk of creating an ontological dualism that isolates agents from structures, stripping actors from their social
moorings and treating them in an "undersocialized" fashion. On undersocialized conceptions of human agency see Mahoney and Snydeç "lntegrative Stragegies for the
Study of Regime Change."

rz. This effort to specifr the "margins of maneuverability" for actor discretion allowed by structural factors resembles in some respects Alfred Stepan's anaþis of the
collapse of democracy in Brazil in r9ó4. See Alfred Stepan, "Political Leadership and
in The Breakdown of Democratic Regimes: Latin America, ed.
Juan J. Linz and Alfred Stepan (Baltimore: fohns Hopkins University Press, r97E), rro37. Howeveç in contrast to Stepant analysis, which relies on a single case stud¡ this
analysis compares multiple cases to gauge the latitude for actor discretion during transitions. The implications ofthis difference are discussed in the chapter's conclusion. For
an analysis of Stepan's "funnel" strategy for integrating agency arrd structurc itì tlìe
explanation of regime changc, sec Mahoney and Snyder, "lntcgrativc Stratcgics firr tht'
Study of Regimc Change."
Regime Breakdown: Brazil,"

A more fully integrative approach than the one employed here would not be limited
to "mapping" structural contexts but would also emphasize how these structures were
created, reproduced, and eventually transformed by human agents.
r3. These labels and the discussion that follows are adapted from O'Donnell, "Tran-

sitions to Democracy," 64-ó8, and O'Donnell and Schmitteç Tentative Conclusiotrs,.r517. O'l)onnell and Schmitter emphasize that these four groups are themsclves usually
conrposed of several factions. This analytic scheme also corresponds to Huntington's
fourfold typology of "standpatters," "reformers," "moderates," and "extrerrrists" in'l-hird

lVav¡ ttz.
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Septenrber r99r,3; Kenneth B. Noble,'Anti-Mobutu Protests Set offViolence," New York
Times, n October r99r, A3; "Soldiers Open Fire in Zaire, Killing r3," New York Times, ry
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ó7. See Kenneth B. Noble, "Zaire's Chief Vows to Stay in Power and Warns West Not
to Meddle," New York Times, zB October r99r, A6; "U.S. Blames Mobutu for Violence in
Zaireand Tells Him to Resign," NewYorkTimes,zz fuly1993,44.
68. A similar configuration of actors in Panama at the end of the r98os led to a
stalemate between Noriega and civilian moderates. This stalemate was eventually broken
by the U.S. invasion in 1989.
69. See theworks cited in note l.
7o. Goodwin and Skocpol, "Explaining Revolutions," however, are careful not to
link sultanism and revolution in a mechanical fashion. They emphasize that not all
sultanistic regimes are toppled by revolutionaries.
7r. Midlarsky and Roberts, "Class, State, and Revolution," r87.
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cases. For example, the Cuban military's capacity for autonomous action seems to have
been somewhat greater than that of the Nicaraguan and Iranian armed forces. And the
strength of the moderate opposition in Nicaragua seems to have been signiflcantly
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regime plagued by endemic conflict between moderates and maximalists after Somoza's
ouster.
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¡. Although, in contrast to the rulers in the three revolutionary cases, Mobutu has
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74. Foraî, "Theories of Revolution Revisited," r3. In a more structuralist vein, one
could argue that the weak¡ess of maximalists in Zaire is due more to a lack of "political
cultures ofopposition" than to actors' failures to utilize them.
75. On the role of "cultural idiorns" in revolutionary change see Theda Skocpol,
"Cultural ldioms and Politial Ideologies in the Revolutionary Reconstruction of State
Power: A Rejoinder to Sewell," Journal of Modern History 57, no. I (r98j): 86-9ó.
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Neopatrimonial Dictatorships," 3go-92.
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inability to maintain the system ofpatronage and elite co-optation constructed by the
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¡oo. 'l'he NDI'was the political front of the New People's Army (NPA). On the NDI:
role in the transition see William Chapman, Inside the Phílippine Revolution (New York:
W. W. Norton, ry87),2r5-r8.
ror. Bonner, Waltzing with a Dictator, 44r- 43.
roz. Quoted in ibid., ¡+:.
ro3. The relative strength of the Philippine moderate opposition is undoubtedly due
in part to the size of the Philippine middle class and business communit¡ which were
much largcr than their counterparts in the other cases ofsultanism examined here.
ro4. Marcos relied more heavily on the regular armed forces to maintain internal
control than did the Duvaliers, for example, who delegated this function to the'Ibnton
Macoutcs. On thc rolc r¡f the l,hilippine armed f<¡rccs under Marcos sec l;clipc Mirandn,
"The Military," in 'I'he Philippines after Marcos, ed. R. I. May and F'rancisco Ncnrenzo
(Kent, Eng.: Croom Helm, ry8¡¡), +S-6g.
ro5. The loyalty ofthe armed forces to Aquino fluctuated after she became president.
There were several coup attempts against her government by right-wing military factions. See Don Chapman, "Can Democracy Survive in the Philippines?" Editorial Research Reports, ro August tggo,446-59: John McBeth, "Who Are YOU? A New Military
Reform Group Grows out of RAM," Far Eastern Economic Review, T June D9o, 24-26.
ro6. The post-Ceauçescu regimet opponents have characterized it as "neocommunist" and described the transition as a "revolution betrayed." See lohn Sislin, "Revolution Betrayed? Romania and the National Salvation Front," Srudies in Comparativc
C.ommunisnt 24, no. 4 (r99r): 3g1-4tr.
ro7. Ronald H. Linden, "Socialist Patrimonialism and the Global Economy: The
Case of Romanial' lnternational Organimtion 40, no. 2 (1986): 34ó-8o.
ro8. My characterization of the Ceauçescu regime draws on Mary Ellen Fischeç
Nicolac Ceauscscu: A Study in Politicnl Lcadershíp (lìouldcr, (ìokr: Lynne lìicnncç r989);
Vladimir Tismaneanu, "Pers<¡nal Powcr and Rrlitical Crisis in R<¡nrania," ()ovcrnntcnl
and Oppositiorr24, no.2 (rg8g): rZ-98; William E. Crowther, "'(leausescuism' and CivilMilitary Relations in Romania," Arnted Forces and Societyy, no. z (1989): zo7-25; [)anicl
N. Nelson, Ronnnian Politics in lhe Ceausescu Èlra (New York: Gordon & Ilreach' 1988),
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"systematization" rural resettlement program. For the text of the letter and an analysis

Vladimir Tismaneanu, "The Rebellion of the Old Guard," East European Reporter 3,
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